ABSTRACT In recent years, communication networks on modern power substations have grown both in size and complexity, demanding the highest levels of reliability. However, there is no unique criterion to define the structure of the topology in such networks, since in every substation the end user implements their own topology or the topology suggested by a vendor, according to IEC 61850 standard guidelines. This paper proposes a methodology, using integer linear programming, to solve the problem of generating a reliable network topology in a software-defined power substations context. The trustworthiness of the reached solution is evaluated using terminal reliability techniques, graph metrics, and end-to-end time delay performance. The obtained results confirm that the proposed network topology is highly reliable to be implemented in power substations, according to the network redundancy considerations proposed by the IEC 62439 standard, and the operation time requirements suggested by the on IEC 61850 standard. In addition, we present software defined networking-based solutions for loop-based topologies in the proposed network topology, which would be technically unfeasible using traditional network protocols. These solutions include algorithms to solve problems related to the broadcast traffic containment and the diffusion and reliability of the multicast traffic.
In previous work, we presented a reconceptualization of the power substations communications network architecture, taking the communications network as the central point and the SDN paradigm as a key element of its formulation [3] . There, we proposed a concentric model called S3N, Smart Solution for Substation Network (see Fig. 1 ).
S3N presents an alternative way to represent all interactions among the elements incorporated by the network model provided in the standard IEC 61850, a hierarchical architecture integrated by three levels identified as station, bay, and process; and interconnected via the process bus and the station bus (see Fig. 2 ) [4] . In S3N's architecture, the central axis corresponds to all interconnection devices, mainly ethernet switches and wiring. This component is called connectivity or S3N-CONNECT and provides communication, among all the components that are directly related to the operation of the communications network. S3N-CONNECT provides communication in a single physical network, in contrast to traditional approaches where two separated physical networks are used: one called the station bus (governed by a ring of partial mesh topologies) and the other one called the process bus (defined for the resiliency introduced by PRP -Parallel Redundancy Protocol and HSR -High-availability Seamless Redundancy) [5] . In traditional power substation networks, PRP and HSR protocols are used to guarantee zero recovery time and faulttolerance. But this feature is achieved at the expense of duplicating the communications network (PRP instance) and/or adding new network devices (PRP and HSR instances). Therefore, it is paramount to define a convenient topology that simplifies the system, eliminates existing inefficiencies, and ensures network resiliency and zero recovery time in a single network. With a suitable topology, SDN allows programming the transmission of traffic flows in the network avoiding the need of duplicating the number of devices in the network or incorporating other ones. Therefore, the main contributions on this paper are:
• The introduction of a novel methodology to specify and characterize a reliable network topology under an SDN environment, which ensures network resiliency and zero recovery time without duplicating networks or adding new network devices.
• A significant instrument to compare network topologies according to different criteria: terminal reliability, graph metrics, and End-To-End (ETE) time-delay.
• A set of algorithms to illustrate the SDN benefits to solve complex issues related to loop-based topologies such as broadcast traffic control, path redundancy, packet redundancy, and multicast traffic management. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work while Section III exposes the problem statement. Section IV briefly describes the optimization model used to build an undirected graph based on the aforementioned considerations. Next, in Section V, terminal reliability, graph metrics and ETE time-delay analysis are conducted to validate the proposed topology, and the obtained results are discussed. Section VI exposes several SDN use cases about how to address particular needs in loop-based topologies. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In previous work [1] , [5] - [9] , different authors have discussed about how the network topology in a power substation environment should look like (see Fig. 3 ). However, many design factors like redundancy, efficiency, diagnostics, scalability, management, latency, cost, reliability, substation size, among others, may influence the decision to choose one topology over the other.
In [1] , authors analyze several reference network topologies for the station bus, the process bus and the connection of station bus with the process bus(es). Here, they argue that there are no 'best' network topology and no 'best' redundancy protocol. They all have strengths and weaknesses and the correct choice for an application depends on many factors. For example, the ability to withstand points of failure, application suitability, protocol dependencies, relative cost, administration issues, redundancy, among others.
Similarly, in [5] , authors provide a brief qualitative analysis about substation network topologies like star, double star, ring and multiple ring; exposing their pros and cons. They suggest that according to the different size, complexity and design criterion of the network; combination of ring and star topologies can be applied.
Likewise, Yadav and Kapadia [6] present a comparison between the dual redundant tree and ring topologies taking into account the following features: physical redundancy, latency, bandwidth efficiency, scalability, multicast and broadcast containment, maintenance, fairness, A. Leal, J. F. Botero: Defining a Reliable Network Topology in Software-Defined Power Substations fast convergence, and cybersecurity. The results suggest that dual redundant tree topology is the best option.
Also, a comparative analysis of topologies was performed in [7] taking the reliability as reference. The reliability and availability calculations employ the Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) method along with the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) and the Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) reliability parameters. The results achieved show that the redundantring provides the highest reliability as compared to other three studied topologies (Cascade, Ring, Star-ring).
On the other hand, in [8] , researchers a novel process bus network topology based on cobweb in nature, including single and dual-cobweb architectures. The natural cobweb architecture has a spoke-ring structure, where each spoke intersects with the corresponding ring at a node and all spokes converged in a hub zone. In this study, the Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is used to assess the reliability of the novel cobweb topology in comparison with traditional topologies (cascade, ring and star), showing better reliability. In addition, the ETE time-delay performance for the topology proposal conforms the IEC 61850 standard requirements (≤ 3 ms).
Finally, Ali et al. [9] propose a novel network topology for the process bus where the bay Ethernet switches are connected forming a ring network, while each IED is connected to two different Ethernet switches (with its own bay Ethernet switch and to the adjacent bay Ethernet switch). In this work, the reliability and the end-to-end (ETE) time-delay performance of the network topology proposal are compared with traditional topologies such as cascade, star, ring and starring. The achieved results show that the proposed network topology is highly reliable, fast, and has a deterministic nature in comparison with the others.
Unlike the aforementioned proposals, this paper proposes a methodology, using Integer Linear Programming (ILP), to generate a reliable network topology in a Softwaredefined power substations context, according to the guidelines described in the S3N (Smart Solution for Substation Networks) architecture. An architecture to power substations communications network where the station and process buses are not separated and it is not necessary to duplicate networks or add new devices for guaranteeing zero recovery time with no packet loss, as is the case of the PRP and HSR protocols. In addition, we validate our approach using different strategies: k-terminal reliability techniques, graph metrics and ETE time delay; in comparison with the topologies: cascade, tree, ring, mesh, redundant ring and dual redundant tree.
To conclude this review, Table 1 summarizes the methodologies used to compare topologies on each work, and whether or not there is a novel network topology proposal.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The concept of automated substation, guided by the IEC 61850 standard [4] , allowed the transition from traditional wired connections to an Ethernet-based network with IP support, introducing the definition of new communication concepts in order to provide: reliability, interoperability and flexibility. For instance, new network protocols have appeared with the aim to offer redundancy (PRP and HSR), bring protection and control (GOOSE -Generic Object Oriented Substation Event), get measures (SV -Sample Measure Value) or allow management (MMS -Manufacturing Message Specification), among others. Also, regarding network topology, the convention of using two communications buses (station and process) to interconnect all devices within the power substation is nowadays commonly used. However, all these new features increase the network management complexity, as well as the CAPital EXpenditures (CAPEX) and OPerating EXpense (OPEX). Particularly, this paper is focused in proposing a reliable network topology in a Software-defined power substations context, because we consider that technological enablers such as SDN [10] facilitate the administration of complex networks, guaranteeing that network topology becomes agnostic of the operation scheme of any protocol.
The following subsections explain which conditions should be taken into account to define a reliable topology in a Software-defined power substations context.
A. S3N ARCHITECTURE LEGACY
In the S3N architecture, the connectivity component (S3N-CONNECT) is governed by a Software Defined Networking environment (SDN), integrating in a single network the station and process buses defined in the IEC 61850 standard [3] . For this reason, in the topology design problem, we are going to consider a single network topology. In the SDN environment, it is necessary to establish a communication channel between an element called SDN controller and the set of switches of the network topology, with the purpose of exchanging control messages. There are two ways to implement this control channel: out-of-band and in-band control. Out-of-band control uses separate Ethernet ports and links to connect the switches to the controller and exchanges control traffic in a dedicated way, acting as a separate physical network. On the other hand, in-band control uses available network links to send both types of traffic, data and control.
The S3N architecture is based on a concentric model (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, at the beginning, to provide basic connectivity among all the edge components of the architecture (HMI, IEDs, MUs, Bay Controllers, Cameras, among others), the switches attached to those components will be interconnected by a star topology to the main switch (located at the center of the star). Hence, the communication between SDN controller and the others switches is carried out through the main switch, using in-band SDN management.
In addition, according to the Network engineering guidelines (IEC 61850-90-4), all devices belonging to a single bay such as IEDs, MUs and/or bay controller; should be connected to a single switch [1] .
B. REDUNDANCY
It refers to the careful use of redundant connections between network devices or, the use of multiple network devices itself, to provide reliability on the network. This ensures that, if a link or node component fails, several communication connections will not be affected. Particularly, in our approach, the network topology is oriented to guarantee two link-disjoint paths between any source and destination switch of the topology, so that if one link in the main path fails, communication is still possible through a backup path.
This feature combined with the transmission of duplicated packets over each link-disjoint path guarantees zero recovery time with no packet loss, a paramount characteristic within power substations to allow the service continuity in case of network failure. This point is the most important concern in our design, reason why the S3N architecture [2] includes two modules to guarantee the simultaneous transmission of multicast GOOSE messages through two independent paths: Path redundancy and Packet redundancy (more details about these features are presented on Section VI, Use cases implementation with SDN, Subsection C, GOOSE multicast traffic management). In this way, the S3N architecture will provide similar behavior to the one provided by protocols such as PRP or HSR, without the need to use additional devices (redbox or HSR interface) or duplicated networks. Fig. 4 shows, on the same graph, the concept related to the expressions two node-disjoint paths and two link-disjoint paths, for a pair of vertices (u, v).
To guarantee the aforementioned operation, a two-edgeconnected graph is required. First, a connected graph is a graph where there always exists a path between any pair of vertices. Therefore, a two-edge-connected graph is a graph where there are two paths to connect any pair of vertices of the topology (see Fig. 4) ; it means that the graph will always be connected, even if any edge of the graph is removed. To determine what are the requirements in a two-edgeconnected graph, we use one of the most important facts about connectivity in graph theory; the Menger's theorem [11] , which characterizes the edge-connectivity of a graph in terms of the number of independent paths between vertices.
Menger's Theorem (edge version): Let G be a graph and u, v ∈ V(G). The maximum number of edge-disjoint u,v paths in G is equal to the minimum number of edges needed to be removed from G to disconnect u from v. Then, as a consequence of Menger's Theorem, the maximum edge connectivity of a given graph is the smallest degree of any node, since deleting these edges disconnects the graph [12] . In this way, according to the Menger's Theorem, Fig. 4 , corresponds to two-edge-connected graph because the smallest degree of the nodes is two. In conclusion, to guarantee a two-edge-connected graph we have to ensure that each node in our topology is connected, at least, through two links.
IV. OPTIMIZATION MODEL
To solve the problem of generating a reliable network topology in a Software-defined power substations context, we propose an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model.
A. FORMULATION
Before introducing the model, Table 2 details the notation. Also, the terms ''switch'' and ''node'' are used interchangeably throughout this paper. 
B. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Suppose the network topology is represented by an undirected graph G(N , L) composed of a set of nodes N and a set of links L. The links are assumed to be bidirectional, with the same characteristics (cost, bandwidth). The goal of the model is to formulate a network topology that guarantees the reliability considerations defined in Section II, given the n parameter, such that the number of required links is minimized.
C. CONSTRAINTS
• No loops: A node cannot be source and destination of one link.
• SDN Criteria: All switches (nodes) are connected to the main switch to facilitate their connection to the SDN controller, since the main switch is directly attached to the SDN controller. For the sake of simplicity in the formulation, the main switch corresponds to the first node (i = 1).
• Link-disjoint paths: Each node (switch) should be connected, at least, through of two links. In other words, the minimal degree for each node (switch) should be two.
To summarize, Fig. 5 illustrates the meaning of the aforementioned constraints on the network topology modeling. 
D. SOLUTION
The solver used to solve the ILP problem was the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) [13] . The obtained results for different n values are shown in Fig. 6 . As noted, the restrictions were accomplished and the reader can check by direct observation that the obtained graph is two-edge-connected, even though one link fails, the connectivity in the network remains because there is a feasible path between any pair of nodes. 
E. IMPROVED SOLUTION
The resulting topologies show a single point of failure (the central node). It means that the topology addressed would not retain the connectivity (connected graph) in case of a failure in a single node. A graph is connected when there is a path between every pair of vertices and here, if the central node fails, the graph would not be connected. Accordingly, we propose to increment the degree of the nodes to 3 in the constraint defined by the Eq. (4), obtaining the results illustrated in Fig. 7 . It is easy to note in Fig. 7 that changing the constraint raised in the Eq. (4), we achieve a 100% redundant solution (connected graph) in case a single node fails. This topology is known as an artificial spider web or cobweb, and could be regarded as the mixture of two topologies: star and ring. A spider web topology gives a highly optimized structure, efficient to rapidly transmit information between nodes that are located further away from the center of the topology and 100% tolerant to link failures [14] . Here, it is important to mention that in [8] , this topology was analyzed as an architecture for the substation process bus with promising results in comparison with traditional topologies (cascade, ring and star). 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To validate the reliability of the obtained solution, we choose to compare the performance of different network topologies (included the spider web topology), over a use-case. Particularly, we choose a small substation of 220/132 kV, with single bus, which is classified as T1-1 by IEC 61850-5 [15] . Fig. 8 shows the diagram line for such substation, along with a possible structure for the devices of control, protection and measuring, in each line bay. According to [7] , in this type of substation, there are 5 bays, three line bays, one transformer bay and one bus bay, where each bay has a specific scheme of measuring, protection and control. Furthermore, with regard to the S3N architecture we will have to interconnect at least 7 switches: L3 , SW XFRM and SW BUS (see Fig. 9 ). 
A. METRICS
The evaluation process involves three different types of analysis: k-Terminal Reliability, Graph Metrics and ETE delay analysis; over seven different network topologies, according to the mentioned use-case (see Fig. 10 ). However, although the suggested methodology will be applied to one particular type of substation, this method can be applied to any power substation. 
1) k-TERMINAL RELIABILITY
Terminal reliability (connectedness probability), is defined as the probability of maintaining nodes connected considering all possible paths between origin-destination pairs. In other words, this metric reflects the redundancy of a network in which alternative routes could be used when a link fails. That is the reason why we are going to use this metric to characterize the probability of network operation. Specifically, k-terminal reliability gives the probability that k specified nodes in a network are connected [16] .
For the computation of the two-terminal reliability metric, we choose the algorithm SYREL [17] , which incorporates the best features of both path and cutset methods, is accurate and has a relatively low computational complexity. At SYREL, the network topology is represented by a probabilistic graph G(N , L), where N and L are the set of nodes (switches) and links. Also, each simple path between a given pair of nodes is denoted as P i (with i = 1, 2, 3...). Finally, the algorithm assumes that the elements' failures are statistically independent and have a probability p l of being available, or q l of being in failed state, with p l = 1 − q l and l ∈ L. The terminal reliability between a pair of nodes is given by Eq. (5), where E i denotes the event where path P i is up and m represents the number of paths between those two nodes.
This expression for terminal reliability can be computed by decomposing the set of paths in the graph into another set of mutually exclusive paths between two nodes. For example, if we have three possible paths between two nodes called P 1 , P 2 and P 3 (see Fig. 11 ); the terminal reliability expression consists of three terms which correspond to three mutually exclusive events: the first event occurs when P 1 is up, the second event occurs when P 2 is up and P 1 is down, and the third event occurs when P 3 is up and both P 1 and P 2 are down. In other words, ifĒ i denotes that path i is not operational, R terminal can be decomposed into mutually exclusive events as Pr(E 1 ) + Pr(E 2 ∧Ē 1 ) + Pr(E 3 ∧Ē 2 ∧Ē 1 ). FIGURE 11. Possible paths between two nodes in a K-terminal context. Now, to apply this mechanism it is necessary to establish what is the probability p l that link l ∈ L is available. For this purpose, we are going to use the MTBF concept [18] . MTBF, or Mean Time Between Failures, which is a basic measure of a system reliability, typically represented in units of time, where the higher MTBF the higher reliability of the product is. Now, once the MTBF of an element is calculated, the probability that element will be operational for a time given could be expressed with the Eq. (6), assuming a failurerate constant.
Thus, the MTBF for passive copper cables is around 50 million hours, typically order of magnitude higher than industry data of fiber cables [19] , and the MTBF for an Ethernet network interface is 1 million hours [20] . With this information, we can determine the probability that these elements operate without failure during a time using Eq. (6). For example, for a period of 10 years, the probabilities that a cooper cable and Ethernet network interface remain available are 0.99825 and 0.91613 respectively. Now, we can define p l , the probability that link l ∈ L is available with Eq. (7), (see Fig. 11 ). (10 years) (7) 2) CONNECTIVITY MEASURES Graph theory gives several measures to analyze and compare network efficiency over different topologies [21] , [22] . In this paper, we use the diameter as delay metric, beta index as a complexity indicator, the number of edge-disjoint paths as resilience/reliability measure and the average path length as a robustness attribute.
• Diameter (d max ): Indicates the largest distance between any two nodes in the network, through the shortest path. Diameter (d max ) could be defined by Eq. (8) where d(i, j) denotes the length of the shortest path between node i and j. This feature is important in our comparison because it gives a perspective about the behavior of the latency, since the latency is directly proportional to the distance d (i, j) . High values of d max imply an important factor to take into account in the latency operation.
• Beta Index(β): It measures the level of connectivity in a graph and is expressed by the relationship between the number of links (l) over the number of nodes (n). Beta index can take values between 0 and 3. Simple network topologies like tree or cascade have a β value of less than one. A connected network with one cycle has a value of 1. More complex networks have a value greater than 1.
• Average shortest path length ( d ): It is defined as the average of the shortest paths between all nodes in the network. For a directed network of N nodes, d gives the expected distance between two connected nodes. The lower the result, the more efficient the network in providing ease of circulation.
• edge-disjoint paths (P edge−disj ): Two paths are edgedisjoint (edge independent) if they don't share any edges.
3) END-TO-END DELAY
Latency is a critical factor in the operation of power substations communications networks and its performance is directly related to the number of hops (switches) per path.
That is the reason why we consider its analysis in this paper. IEC 61850-5 [15] , defines the maximum transmission times required for different services. For example, SV data values VOLUME 7, 2019 and GOOSE trip commands are services with highest latency requirements (Transfer Time class TT6), which demand 3ms as transmission limit or End-To-End delay (ETE). The endto-end delay is the elapsed time from the time a data packet is sent out from the source application layer, until it is completely received by the application layer in the destination node. However, it is very important to take into account that, according to IEC 61850-10 [23] and IEC 61850-90-4 [1] , the ETE of 3ms is distributed as follows: 80 percent to the processing times in the IED stacks (2.4ms) and the remaining 20 percent (0.6ms) for the communication network.
In [1] , [24] , and [25] , authors analyze quantitatively the latency caused by a single hop in a path evaluating the wireline propagation delay and the processing time of a packet at a switch (store and forward, switch fabric processing, and frame queuing processes).
• Wireline Propagation Delay (T wl : Refers to the elapsed time taken by the packet to traverse the physical medium. It depends on the physical link length and propagation speed. Now, assuming that we will use Ethernet cable CAT-5E / CAT-6, which gives a propagation delay of 0.64C in a distance of 100mt, where C is the speed of light, we can define the T wl as follows Eq. (11): (11) • Store and Forward Delay (T sf ): Refers to the elapsed time in the switch while the first packet is fully received and stored in memory, the packet is read back from memory, and the packet is forwarded to the output queue. This delay is proportional to the size of the frame forwarding and is inversely proportional to the bit rate. Now, assuming that we are working on a FastEthernet network (100Mbps) with compact Goose frames of 300bytes, the T sf can be defined as follows Eq. (12):
• Switch processing delay (T sw ): Corresponds to a fixed value given by the vendor, which depends on the processing speed of switch chip. Generally, industrial Ethernet switches have a value around 8µs.
• Queuing delay (T q ): It is the most difficult metric to determine because depends on the knowledge of all traffic patterns on a network (network load), at any moment. For this reason, some assumptions have to be made.
Thus, on a loaded network, it is possible to assume that the likelihood of a frame already in the queue is proportional to the network load. Under this condition, the average queuing latency can then be estimated in Eq. (13), where T sf (max) is the store and forward latency of a fullsize frame (1500 bytes). Now, a network with 50% load would have an average queuing latency of 60µs.
T q = % load · T sf (max) = (0.5) 1500bytes 100Mbps = 60µs (13) Based on the analysis above, we propose the scenario of Fig. 12 to calculate the latency caused by links and interconnection devices (switches) on the communication network path. Particularly, the scenario is validated for network topologies with d max = 2 in normal operation conditions (e.g. star, spider-web and dual-tree). However, the proposed methodology could be applied to the calculation of other distances or topologies. According to Fig. 12 , the latency related to the network communications T nc will be given by Eq. (14) ,
B. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The reliability of the obtained solution was evaluated using three different approaches: k-terminal reliability, graph metrics and ETE time-delay performance. Table 3 summarizes the results obtained for these metrics according to the network topologies defined for our use case (see Fig. 10 ).
1) TWO TERMINAL RELIABILITY
On each network topology (see Fig. 10 ), the two terminal reliability calculations were conducted for three different pairs of nodes R (MNG,L3) , R (L1,L3) , and R (L2,L3) to verify the behavior when nodes are located both, close or far away. The terminal reliability analysis showed that topologies with highest values of probability of maintaining nodes connected . However, although the mesh is the topology with greater redundancy in our study, its complexity, as shown by the beta index, is the worst in terms of network management; that is the reason why this topology is not implemented on real networks and it will be disregarded in our analysis. Hence, in terms of reliability, the spider web and the dual redundant tree are the network topologies offering the best performance. Also, next to the two-terminal reliability value, the number of paths used to calculate P i are indicated (see Table 3 ). There, if we compare the P i values obtained by the spider web and the dual redundant tree network topologies, one can observe that the spider web topology gives two or even three times more paths to interconnect a pair of nodes than dual redundant tree topology (29 instead of 6, 27 instead of 10 and 23 instead of 10), according to the pair of nodes evaluated.
In this context, the network topology with best two terminal reliability is the spider web.
2) GRAPH METRICS
Let us begin this part of the analysis with the diameter d max and the average shortest path length d metrics. These parameters give an idea about the proximity level of the network. Small values of these parameters indicate the best network performance because if, in average nodes are closer, the transmission path will have fewer elements, and that means a lower probability of system failure and shorter delays. According to Table 3 , network topologies with smaller values for these metrics are dual redundant tree (d max = 2, d = 1.47) and spider web (d max = 2, d = 1.50), excluding the mesh topology for the previously presented reasons.
Another important parameter used in this analysis is the beta index (β). This index is a good instrument to address the complexity of the network. Values between 1 and 2 are appropriate, while that 3 it is the worst scenario (e.g. mesh topology). Topologies such as a ring (β = 1), dual ring (β = 1.14), dual redundant tree (β = 1.56) and spider web (β = 1.75) offer an appropriate complexity level. Nevertheless, ring and dual ring topologies did not get a good qualification under the first analysis criteria (terminal reliability), even when they offer two edge-disjoint paths. Consequently, dual redundant tree and spider web topologies continue displaying the best metrics.
Last graph metric to present in this discussion is the number of edge-disjoint paths between a pair of nodes (P edge−disj ). This graph parameter brings a determining factor in this evaluation in terms of reliability requirements. Table 3 shows that spider web topology with P edge−disj = 3, offers the best option above other topologies, without taking into account the mesh topology. In this terms, although dual redundant tree and spider web topologies give similar values to graph meters d max , d and β, the parameter P edge−disj is key to select the spider web topology.
3) ETE TIME-DELAY
As a third analysis criteria, the latency is an important indicator. The ETE time-delay analysis showed that dual redundant tree and spider web topologies obtained a value of ETE(d max ) = 278µs, assuming that all switches of the path had a network load of a 50% and worked with FastEthernet technology. This measure satisfies the communication network time defined for a IEC 61850-5 standard of 600µs, equivalent to the 20% of the transmission time required for critical services (3ms). However, it is important to mention that: 1) the link delay contribution is negligible in comparison with the delay caused by the switch operation and, 2) the latency values calculated could be reduced implementing GigaEthernet technology, and with this, the margin of reliability of the network would be increased.
In summary, the results confirm that network resulting from the ILP optimization, spider web, is highly reliable. But, dual redundant tree showed being a good option too.
VI. USE CASES IMPLEMENTATION WITH SDN
As it was mentioned before, a substation communications network has to be designed with redundancy principles in order to guarantee fault-tolerance. However, managing the proposed topology in a traditional way, using common network mechanisms like Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) or Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN), would be technically unfeasible. On the one hand, in order to offer fault-tolerance the traffic must have the possibility to traverse different paths; however, on the other hand, STP will disable all redundant paths in the topology to avoid possible loops. This fact becomes a motivation to show the benefits of working in an SDN context.
Recently, SDN developments have also emerged around communication networks in power substations with the purpose of improving the management, availability and reliability inside this type of networks [26] . Likewise, SDN has also started to be applied into the entire smart grid with the purpose to increase the efficiency and resiliency of the smart grid systems [27] . Table 4 highlights the research proposals addressed to the study of the application of SDN in the management and operation of communication networks, within the power substations.
This section illustrates how with SDN we can develop applications to solve particular problematics within loopbased topologies such as SV and GOOSE multicast traffic management, and ARP broadcast traffic control; according to the chosen topology and the operational requirements of the power substation communications network.
All proofs of concept presented here were designed and implemented for the T1-1 power substation (see Fig. 8 ), using the spiderweb network topology (see Fig. 9 ) in accordance with the analysis exposed in the previous section A. Leal and the principles of the S3N architecture [2] . The algorithms proposed were implemented under the Opendaylight SDN controller [41] , while the topology was built using Mininet [42] , a network emulator widely used in the SDN research networking field. The measuring (MUs), protection and control (IEDs) and supervising devices were emulated using hosts-containers executing applications from the libIEC61850 project [43] . libIEC61850 is an open-source framework with code written in C that provides an API for implementing MMS server and client, GOOSE publisher and subscribers and SV publisher and subscribers.
Finally, the application of these algorithms can be evidenced in [38] , an SDN architecture for QoS provisioning in power substations communications network.
A. BROADCAST TRAFFIC CONTROL IN LOOP-BASED TOPOLOGIES
To mitigate the broadcast storm problem related to the broadcast protocols in loop-based topologies, networking engineers traditionally implement solutions like STP which introduces associated difficulties: redundant links will be disabled to all traffic types even knowing that it is only necessary to block the broadcast traffic. Instead, since the SDN controller is fully aware of network topology, we can take advantage of this knowledge to detect loops and use programmable techniques to handle the broadcast traffic.
In particular, we present an SDN solution to handle the Adress Resolution Protocol (ARP) broadcast traffic, without blocking other traffic types, building an exclusive graph tree This application uses the Breadth First Search (BFS) Algorithm [44] , taking the node located in the center of a spider web topology as root. BFS is an algorithm for traversing or searching elements in a graph, often used on trees. It starts selecting a node as tree root and exploring all the neighbors of this node. Then for each neighbor discovered explores their respective adjacent neighbors, and so on until the whole tree is traveled. The proposed structure for this application is shown in Algorithm 1.
At the beginning, we build a network graph with the topology information contained in the SDN controller. Then, on lines 2 to 6, we determine the root node checking the connectivity degree of each switch (node) in the topology graph. Our interest is to start at the center of the topology, where this root node is the only one inside the topology with a connectivity degree greater than three. Here, it is important to mention that, according to the S3N architecture, we will always have a switch for the Management sector, another one for the Peripherical communications sector and the remaining ones for each bay. In this context, the root node will always have a connectivity degree greater than three.
Lines 7 to 20 implement the BFS algorithm to obtain the links belong to the BFS tree, linksBFSTree. With this information, on line 21, we obtain the links that do not belong to the BFS tree, linksToBlockArp, subtracting them from all links of spiderweb stored in linksBFSTree.
Finally, lines 22 to 29 are in charge of applying flows to the switches through some SDN southbound (OpenFlow, OVSDB). In short, when an ARP frame of type REQUEST arrives to any switch, the switch sends the frame out all interfaces, not including the incoming interface (FLOOD action). In contrast, when an ARP frame of any type arrives to a switch interface belonging to the source or destination link of linksToBlockArp, that frame will be dropped independently of the ARP type (REQUEST, REPLY, etc). Fig. 13 shows, step by step, the operation scheme of the Algorithm 1.
In addition, the Algorithm's behavior was evaluated in two failure conditions: 1) turning off one link belonging to the BFS tree and 2) disabling the central switch of the topology. In both scenarios the network topology connectivity was guaranteed, and the flows were installed properly according to the conditions defined in the algorithm (see Fig. 14) .
B. SV MULTICAST TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
SV communication service is a protocol used to transmit analog values (current and voltage) from the MUs to any IEDs in the power substation. This service uses a publisher/subscriber mechanism where the publisher (MU) sends information to one, or more subscribers simultaneously (IEDs), taking advantage of the multicast functionality provided by Ethernet. A publisher (MU) always is sending SV messages, which are available to any device that requires them (IEDs) by subscribing the corresponding publisher. Also, in the SV communication service there is not retransmission protocol, a lost sample is overwritten by the next successful one.
In traditional networks, a switch handles the multicast traffic in the same way that it deals with broadcast traffic. That means, the multicast frames flood all interfaces the switch, except for the interface where the frame arrived. But this behavior is unacceptable in a critical network. To mitigate the issue described, network administrators implement solutions based on Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) or VLAN technologies to handle any multicast traffic efficiently. However, the right set-up of multicast traffic is hard since the administrator has to configure the network devices one by one and a misconfiguration can cause erratic operations. In this context, there is a new opportunity to illustrate the benefits of operating under SDN environment developing customized solutions. Here, we get the most out of graph theory to develop an SV multicast traffic management module. This module takes advantage of the fact that the SDN controller has an entire view of the communication network and the knowledge of the publishers and subscribers along with their relationships (which IEDs are subscribed to a specific MU).
In particular, we present an SDN solution to calculate SV graph trees for the adequate propagation of the SV multicast traffic. In this way, it is guaranteed that this traffic does not flood the network and we can have as many SV trees as SV publisher/subscriber groups since each Publisher will have its own propagation tree (svTree). A svTree tree will include: a root node that corresponds to an SV traffic generator device or Publisher (MU); sheets that correspond to IEDs devices or Subscribers; intermediate nodes that correspond to A. Leal switches and branches that are only the links through which this traffic will be transmitted.
This module uses the BFS Algorithm [44] to explore the svTree calculated, taking the publisher node as root. Then for each intermediate node discovered in the tree (switches), flows rules are applied to guarantee the adequate forwarding of SV traffic. The proposed structure for this application is shown in Algorithm 2 and Fig. 15 . This algorithm only illustrates the building of a single SV multicast group, it means one publisher and their corresponding subscribers.
Initially, the module takes as input the network graph G(N , L) built with the topology information contained in the SDN controller along with information related to the SV multicast group (publisher, subscribers and SV multicast address).
Then, on lines 2 to 6, we build a tree graph called svTree sequentially. First, for each subscriber of the SV multicast group, we find the shortest path between the publisher and the respective subscriber. This path will be used to get a single tree branch. Later, each branch is added to the svTree structure. Here, it is important to mention that each svPublisher has associated a single svTree. This feature becomes important in the future in the presence of link failures in the topology because, when the failed link is identified, we can easily determine using graphs theory which SV trees were affected and re-calculate only these specific trees. Thus, the system response is optimized. In traditional networks, with the aforementioned behavior, this type of characteristic is unfeasible. Lines 7 to 28 implement once again the BFS algorithm. But, in this case, we use the algorithm to explore the svTree calculated and not to build a specific tree (see lines 7 to 20 in Algorithm 1). In the tree discovery process, we identify the intermediate nodes (switches) on line 14 and we take note of the switch ports related to the svTree branches (lines 15 and 16) . This information is important because it will be used on line 25 to apply flow rules to the switches through some SDN southbound (OpenFlow, OVSDB). In this occasion, we uniquely identify the SV flows using only the Ethernet MAC addresses. Although it is possible to add another field such as EtherType or the SV message identifier svID, we prefer to make the match as simple as possible. Also, note that the flow action output allows sending the same SV message through different ports at the same time.
Last, although the Algorithm 2 only shows the procedure to build a single svTree, the SV multicast traffic management module reuses this algorithm as many svTree as required. All SV tree graphs calculated are stored to guarantee a fast recovery process as we mentioned before.
C. GOOSE MULTICAST TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
GOOSE communication service is a protocol used with the purpose of distributing information triggered by events (commands, alarms, indications, trip messages), between all IEDs across the entire power substation communication network. Particularly, the fast and reliable transmission of GOOSE trip messages is an important feature within the power substation because these messages carry out critical information (for example, the instruction to trigger a breaker and protect the power substation in case of a transient in a high voltage power line). In this context, to guarantee a fast event-driven transmission, GOOSE messages are exchanged at layer 2 (link layer), optimizing the processing times in the sender (encoding) and the receiver (decoding). Like SV service, in GOOSE the information exchange is based on a publisher/subscriber mechanism using the multicast functionality provided by Ethernet. However, since GOOSE messages are multicast, they are not acknowledged by the destination. To overcome this multicast feature, a GOOSE trip message is retransmitted several times in a row to rectify possible frame losses.
As we mentioned before, GOOSE is a critical communication service with high requirements of reliability. To get this feature, traditional networks in power substation use PRP or HSR, two recovery protocols defined by the IEC 62439-3 standard that provide zero recovery time with no packet loss.
The basic concept behind PRP is that a device is connected to two independent networks. Any message this device publishes is mirrored to both networks. Subscribing devices, also connected to both networks, will accept the first version of the message received, and discard the second version. If one network link fails, the mirrored message will still go through on the second network. The two networks do not need to be identical, but they must not be connected to each other (see Fig. 16 ) [45] . The basic concept behind HSR is that all devices are connected in a ring topology, without switches. Any message from the publishing device is duplicated, and sent both directions around the ring. A subscribing device accepts the first version of the message received, and discards the second version. If a network link fails, the version of the message traveling the other direction around the ring will be received and used (see Fig. 17 ) [45] . Although PRP and HSR provide a high-availability network, they also have weaknesses. PRP requires two completely isolated networks for its operation. It means, a double capital investment, with the addition of the cost of the new devices (DANP and Redbox). This, without mentioning the technical aspects related to the configuration. For example, PRP operates over standard Ethernet switches, therefore it is also necessary to define how to handle the multicast traffic within each network: VLAN or IGMP. On the other hand, HSR requires specialized LAN nodes for its operation and HSR Ethernet frames are not compatible with standard Ethernet frames. So, there is no compatibility with other Ethernet networks. In addition, the number of nodes connected to an HSR ring is limited by the node port that has the least bandwidth. This represents a scalability issue.
In this context, there is a challenge about how to handle GOOSE traffic under an SDN environment with high requirements of reliability (zero recovery time with no packet loss). However, we already advanced in overcoming this matter since we define a reliable network topology (the spiderweb), considering criteria such as SDN environment and edgedisjoint paths. Here, we will explain the operating principles of the GOOSE multicast traffic management module under SDN perspective. This module emulates the functionalities of zero recovery time protocols in a single network topology, without the need to use additional devices (Redbox or HSR interface) and with Ethernet networks compatibility. In short, this module is in charge of guaranteeing path redundancy and packet redundancy.
• Path redundancy. This functionality allows the discovery of redundant paths between two nodes. In addition, when a path is defined to forward the GOOSE traffic, this implies that there is no indication of flooding process related to multicast traffic. The spiderweb network topology provides three edge-disjoint paths between two end-nodes located in different bays: one path passing through the central switch (path 3) and two paths traversing the ring in opposite directions (paths 1 and 2), as shown in Fig. 18 .
• Packet redundancy. This feature allows sending duplicate packets through two edge-disjoint shortest paths. In particular, we present an SDN solution to calculate GOOSE directed graphs for the adequate propagation of the GOOSE multicast traffic. Our approach computes two edge-disjoint shortest paths in the spiderweb topology and sends duplicate information through them for each publishersubscriber pair. This is possible since the SDN controller has an entire view of the communication network and it also has information about the publishers and subscribers relationships (which IEDs are subscribed to a specific IED publisher).
This module uses a modified version from BFS algorithm to explore the calculated directedGraph, taking the publisher node as the first node to start the procedure. Then for each intermediate node discovered in the directed graph (switches), flows rules are applying to guarantee the adequate forwarding of GOOSE traffic. The structure proposed for this application is shown in Algorithm 3. This algorithm only illustrates the building of a single GOOSE multicast group, it means one publisher and their corresponding subscribers.
At the beginning, like SV multicast traffic module, the GOOSE module takes the network graph G(N , L) along with information related to the GOOSE multicast group (publisher, subscribers and GOOSE multicast address).
Then, on lines 2 to 16, we build a directed graph called directedGraph merging tree directed graphs according to several criteria. 1) If the publisher and the subscriber are connected to the same node (switch), the tree corresponds to the simple path between the publisher and the subscriber. 2) If the publisher and the subscriber are located on different bays we merge two tree graphs to the directedGraph, one tree passing through the central switch and another tree traversing the shortest path through the ring. In a similar way, just as the SV multicast traffic management, each goosePublisher has a directed graph associated. This feature contributes to optimize the system response since, in case of link failures, the broken link could be identified and, using graph theory, we can determine easily which GOOSE directed graphs were affected and re-calculate only these specific structures. Fig. 19 shows snapshots in the building of the GOOSE directedGraph.
Lines 17 to 37 implement a modified version on the BFS algorithm to traverse the directedGraph related with a GOOSE group (publisher and their corresponding subscribers). In this directed graph, successorNode is a reachable node from predecessorNode while predecessorNode is the node that discovers a successorNode. store in switchPorts the ports used to reach the successor nodes (lines 23 and 24) . This information will be used on line 34 to set flow rules to the switches through some SDN southbound interface (OpenFlow, OVSDB). Once again, we uniquely identify the GOOSE flows using only the Ethernet MAC addresses, though it is possible to add another field such as EtherType or the application identifier appID. Also, note that the flow action output allows sending the same GOOSE message through different ports at the same time.
Finally, it is important to mention that we are sending duplicate information through different paths with the purpose to guarantee zero recovery time with no packet loss. In other words, the GOOSE subscribers are receiving GOOSE message duplicates all the time. This behavior implies a reduction in the network efficiency at expense to provide high levels of availability and reliability. However, although our algorithm sends duplicated information just like the PRP and HSR media redundancy technologies, it reduces the number of equipment to be used and brings Ethernet compatibility. Here it is important to mention that power substations are considered critical infrastructures because, a failure in a substation, may involve the interruption of the operation of other systems (traffic lights, public lighting, telecommunication services, among others), which can seriously affect the physical and/or economic security of the people. In this context, power substation communications networks must have high reliability and fault tolerance, so they can guarantee the continuity of the operation in the face of sabotage, a natural disaster or network failures. For this reason, the redundancy is a desirable feature at the expense of the network efficiency. Ideally, in our proposal the switch that connects the GOOSE subscriber should eliminate the duplicate GOOSE messages. However, the SDN environment does not allow interacting with the kernel-switch to set a discard function. Therefore, it will be a task of the GOOSE subscriber to detect and delete the duplicated messages. So, to reach this functionality, we modified the code associated with the GOOSE subscriber from the libIEC61850 library [43] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The selection of the requirements to define the right network topology changes according to the purpose for which a network is built, and they are the key to a good design. However, a right balance between the requirements is not easy to get. Reliability, efficiency, costs, real-time performance and management are features that can not be satisfied simultaneously.
In this paper, we propose an ILP model to solve the problem of reliability for a network topology in a Softwaredefined power substations context, taking into account requirements such as SDN environment (S3N architecture), edge-disjoint paths (redundancy) and IEC 61850-90-4 recommendations (backward compatibility). Our studio corroborated that the proposed solution, the spider web topology, is a reliable network topology that allows to improve the performance of the operation network, by using three different analytical approximations: terminal reliability, graph metrics and ETE time-delay performance; and its comparison against several practical Ethernet architectures. In addition, our solution emulates the behavior of traditional recovery protocols such as PRP or HSR, without the need to use additional devices (Redbox or HSR interface) or duplicated networks.
This article also shows how SDN applications can solve complex issues in loop-based topologies such as SV and GOOSE multicast traffic management and broadcast traffic control; which would be technically unfeasible using common network protocols. In particular, we develop applications to define the traffic behavior in the proposed network topology. The achieved results, when the algorithms were applied over our testbed, were consequent with the expected operation scheme of the communication network. In addition, excepting the GOOSE algorithm which takes advantage of the particularities of the spider web topology, the others algorithms proved to work satisfactorily in a dual redundant tree topology.
